Curating & Minting Street Art

Mission
Street Art is the most popular and renowned niche within
the global $80B art market and yet, given its scale and
public nature, is the only form of art that has never been
monetized, traded, collected and privately enjoyed.
It’s also perishable by nature as weather, vandalism and
zoning threaten its life cycle. At Streeth we allow
collectors to own and enjoy Street Art pieces while
ensuring their unicity and eternity on the Ethereum
blockchain.

Vision
Imagine being able to bid, win the auction and
legitimately own that landmark mural by world renowned
artist Retna, located in Miami from the comfort of your
home, wherever you live.
You can visit the Street Art piece you own, pull out your
phone, scan the Streeth QR code and be prompted to its
Street official listing page showing you are the legitimate
owner.

“Streeth is giving NFTs a real,
tangible use case.”
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Token

Marketplace

A cryptographically-secure utility token
to act as a transferable representation
of attributed functions and designed to
have a key role in the functioning of the
Streeth ecosystem.

A fully owned and mechanics governed,
operational marketplace where curated
Street Art masterworks will be auctioned
and minted, transferring ownership to
the new owners.

NFTs

Vault

A platform where exclusive collabs and
featuring with notorious artists will be
showcased in multi-edition drops and
offered for minting to our users from
anywhere in the world.

A state of the art, on-chain and fully
secured personal Vault where collectors
host, collect and display owned Street
Art masterworks. It can be kept private
or made public.

World Map

Museum

An interactive planetary Map with live
and geo-localized pins of upcoming
auctions, NFT drops, concluded sales,
secondary-market bids and artworks full
details.

A foundation built on the metaverse and
accessed through full-experience VR/AR
visors. Visitors will be able to admire
privately owned Street Art pieces
offered by collectors.

Videogame

Staking

A native VR-based Videogame
resembling our “Spray-to-Earn” mantra.
On our arena, users will be able to
spray-paint graffiti on a wall of choice in
different countries worldwide. Users will
be competing against each other in a
battle and a live audience would
determine who painted the most
beautiful creation. Winner will be
awarded with tokens and its graffiti will
be auctioned on our platform and the
proceeds will go to charity.

A staking platform will be released to
offer a stable form of passive yield to
our users while ensuring stability in our
token pricing to our investors. A
STREETH X BRICKS pair pool will be
established where staking your
$STREETH will yield a stable annual
return in the form of $BRICKS tokens.
More pools will be released in a second
stage where our native token will be
paired to popular cryptocurrencies.

Avatars
A 3D avatar & mascot representing our
brand and culture will be designed by a
team of phenomenal artists to resemble
our values and solidify our communities.
A 10,000 collection NFTs will be given to
our most active community fans in
exchange for tasks & targeted actions. A
floor price will be guaranteed by giving
each Avatar NFT access to a rare
collectible worth 3ETH.

Token Ecosystem
Streeth ecosystem operates through its primary token
(#Streeth) and its secondary token (#Sricks).
#Streeth is the native cryptographically-secure utility
token of the Streeth ecosystem and is designed to
provide utilities to the Streeth users such as prioritised
minting, discounted fees, automatic whitelisting, limited
editions access, free plays and entries.
#Bricks is a reward token that will be generated through
the staking of the #Streeth token as an incentive to
partecipate in the ecosystem. #Bricks will also be given
to the collectors who decide to lend their Street Art to the
Museum and gifted to users in occasion of contests and
lotteries.

Token Economics
Token symbol: STREETH
Network: ETH (erc20)
1% distributed to holders | 1% to marketing

Total supply: 300,000,000 STREETH
Max supply after burn: 254,000,000 STREETH
DEX Liquidity Pool: 2M STREETH / $150K in ETH
Circulating supply at launch: 9,614,284 STREETH
Market cap at launch: $721,071
Total diluted market cap at launch price: $19,050,000
Seed round: $900,000
Private round: $350,000
Public: $250,000

= Hard cap: $1,500,000

Sales rounds (funded in USDC):
ROUND

TOKEN PRICE

% OF TOKENS

N. OF TOKENS

FUNDS RAISED

MARKET CAP AT
ROUND

TOT. VALUATION

Seed

$0.045

6.66%

20,000,000

$900,000

$432,642

$11,430,000

Private

$0.060

1.94%

5,833,333

$350,000

$576,857

$15,240,000

Public

$0.070

1.19%

3,571,428

$250,000

$672,999

$17,780,000

Dex listing

$0.075

0.55%

1,666,666

$721,071

$19,050,000

Allocations & Vesting:
ALLOCATION

% OF TOKENS

N. OF TOKENS

LISTING UNLOCK

MONTHS TO FULL
RELEASE

VESTING SCHEDULE

Seed

6.66%

20,000,000

10%

9

9 months unlock (10%)

Private

1,94%

5,833,333

10%

9

9 months unlock (10%)

Public

1.19%

3,571,428

100%

Team

4%

12,000,000

0%

10

6 months cliff - 12 months
unlock (8.33%)

Founders

5%

15,000,000

0%

10

6 months cliff - 12 months
unlock (8.33%)

Advisors

6%

18,000,000

0%

10

6 months cliff - 4 months
unlock (25%)

Developments
Operations

20%

60,000,000

0%

21

1 month cliff - 20 months
unlock (5%)

Reserves

15%

45,000,000

0%

25

25 months unlock (4%)

Liquidity

10%

30,000,000
(2M initially)

10%

9

9 months unlock (10%)

Staking

10%

30,000,000

0%

tbd

1 month cliff - unlocked as needed
- max 1,000,000 per month

Ecosystem

4.88%

14,595,239

10%

23

5 months cliff - 18 months
unlock (5%)

Burned

15.33%

46,000,000

All burned

Use of sales proceeds ($1,500,000)
USE

%

DOLLAR VALUE

Development

25%

$375,000

Marketing

25%

$375,000

CEX Listings

20%

$300,000

Initial DEX Liquidity

10%

$150,000 (in ETH)

Partnerships

10%

$150,000

Human resources

5%

$75,000

Additional Reserves

5%

$75,000

8.6%
20%

Seed/Private

Developments/
Operations

6%
Advisors
10%

15%

Reserves

1.19%

Public

4.88%
Ecosystem
5%
Founders
4%
Team

15.33%

Burned

10%

Liquidity

Artists

Bustart

Dragon76

Coolman
Coffeedan

Dasic
Fernández

More top artists to come...
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